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About This Game

LabRpgUp is a unique J-RPG game. Travel through dark labyrinths filled with old guards. Can you find a way out?

Features

+4 Varied levels
+ Convenient operation

+ Low system requirements
+ Low price
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creative hacking game. Although I'm giving this a negative review with the only choices being the black or white
"Recommended" or "Not Recommended", I'm doing it more to give constructive criticism to the developer and inform potential
buyers of some things positive reviewers might be leaving out.

The difficulty curve is extremely harsh. You have four levels of difficulty you can play at. Easy, Normal, Hard, and Insane. In
the first three you can pause the game at any time in order to take your time placing units (spirits), looking at tooltips to read
weaknesses, etc. In Insane you cannot pause at all. I started out playing on Normal and assumed that it wouldn't be too hard to
progress at that level. Wrong. Even at Normal you will most likely quickly get overwhelmed and have to fall back to playing
levels on Easy. Even on Easy you will most likely have a hard time completing progressive levels and have to go back to earlier
levels and grind random rewards (Item Blossoms) and sell those rewards for money that you can buy enchanting items with from
the store and upgrade your Spirits items with.

This however is another issue in my opinion. Completing levels only gives you experience that levels up your spirits and the item
blossoms depending on what difficulty level you played and if you did it perfectly without any enemies making it across the end
line and damaging your 10 health points. It used to give fewer item blossoms but it was patched to increase the rewards. On
Easy you will get 4 random Item Blossoms (3 + 1 if you do it perfectly) from a specific pool of items that the level can give.
Completing levels does not give you any money. You have to sell your random rewards to the shop for ~33% of their value that
the store sells the same items for. Also, sometimes rewards consist of patterns that unlock items in the shop; aka they have no
monetary value. So to enchant one of your spirits weapons up to +10 you need to grind easy levels repeatedly getting rewards
such as Bows that you sell for about 33 currency or Coins that you sell for 97 currency. You might get around 200-350 currency
per repeated grind. You need 400 for each level of enchanting up to level 10. I think it would be better if the game directly
rewarded currency for each level completed instead of needing to grind materials and sell them for low percentages repeatedly.

The story is pretty random and hard to follow. None of the characters know why they're there or why they're doing what they're
doing. The main character seems to have amnesia. It's hard to follow which character is even talking when you're clicking
through the dialogue at a decent pace. When there are four characters on screen and two are named "Mindy" and "Minzy" and
two are named "Nina" and "Nino" it can kind of be confusing which one is saying what. Especially when there is usually no
indication of a character starting to talk besides the (very similar) name changing. Aka the character art won't change and the
speech is not appearing above their head; it is always in the same place down in the center. Even when the character suddenly
changes moods and says something like "What!? Really!?" their expression won't change and they still have the same smiling
expression art used. And you cannot scroll back up to past conversation to check something if you missed it or were clicking
through too quickly. You can usually do this in visual novels and having that feature would be great.

It's worth pointing out that there is some Engrish. It's not constant but there is quite a bit of it. Incorrect grammar, missing
words, words in the wrong order. For example: one time a line said something like "Quick, we to need go now!" instead of
"Quick, we need to go now!". It's definitely not impossible to understand but there are a bunch of errors.

Although it isn't a huge deal it can be kind of annoying dealing with the different elements of the enemy mobs. They have
weaknesses and affinities. The weaknesses are simple enough; a raccoon spirit enemy has a weakness to fire? Great, your fire
archer spirits work well against them. The annoying thing is the affinities. If they have a lightning affinity for example they will
absorb and heal from any lightning damage. There are Leapie enemies which hold shields that have a lightning affinity and are
immune to all damage except any that has shield piercing on it. They're weak to wind so once you get the wind archers with
shield piercing you obviously use those to kill them. But when tons of Leapies come out on all five rows it's kind of annoying to
have your Lightning Mage spirit up. It will just constantly attack the Leapies and heal them. You can't even desummon spirits
once you summon them. You do have the ability to pause the game and manually click and redirect the Lightning Mage spirit's
attacks to another enemy (if any are there) but as soon as it kills it it will just attack the next closest enemy (probably a Leapie)
and start healing them again. It's not worth constantly manually redirecting your dim-witted spirits attacks for every kill, so I just
end up not using the spirit at this point. There have seriously been rows of enemies that include alternating Leapies (weak to
wind) and Squirrel spirits (wind affinity, heal from wind damage) over and over. One leapie, one squirrel, one leapie, one
squirrel, etc. You need to place your wind archers to kill the Leapies, but as soon as the first Leapie drops it will continue to
shoot the next enemy - the squirrel - that will just block it's attacks and heal from it. You can use other spirits to kill the squirrel
enemies but your wind archer spirit will continue to shoot them as well until it despawns, constantly healing it and competing
against your own spirit trying to kill it. The elements can be kind of frustrating and rather than purely rewarding using the
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correct elements to do more damage the affinities seem to limit what you can do and punish yourself in some instances.

Another thing I hope could be changed is sometimes you try placing your own Leapie spirits to block incoming waves and if you
misjudge whether or not you have enough room to place the Leapie it will just instantly delete it once you resume game because
it was a fraction too close and got placed on top of the enemy. And then you are sort of screwed or at least at a big disadvantage
as it goes on its 10 second cooldown and the wave you were trying to block is probably sprinting or equally dangerous. You can
be very conservative in such situations and just place it another square back but having an indicator telling you that you can't
place it there would be nice.

Overall I think that it is a pretty fun game. It can be rather hectic and the difficulty curve does seem kind of broken as of now. I
don't think it should be necessary to both drop down to the lowest difficulty and still need to grind to improve your spirits
because you can't even progress on said easiest difficulty without doing so. The developer is very defensive about people
commenting on this. I've seen responses with him questioning if they listened to the tutorial or are using strategic pause enough
or that he sees they haven't enchanted a weapon to +10. I have done grinding to enchant multiple weapons to +10, etc, paid
attention to every tip given and pause a lot (it's necessary); it's still challenging even on easy. I hope the information I provided
was useful. There are many positive aspects to the game; I am simply chosing to focus on the negatives since nobody seems to
really point them out. The developer seems to care about the game and still be involved in improving it. I do think it's a decent
game.  I recommend picking it up.

Edit: In a recent patch (you can see him post patch notes in the announcements) the developer improved the electric caster
spirit's AI and increased item sell values (from 35% to 50%), improved some typos, etc. He continues to work to improve the
game.. This game runs very well, but the AI is so\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665it likes to crash more into you then to
take position fairly. This is some bullsh*t. I have tried a few baseball games over the past few years, and none of them can be
actually titled a good baseball game. The only option available out there was OOTP, which isn't really my thing.

A good experience I remember having was back in 2007-2008, when Ulltimate Baseball Online (aka Real Baseball Online) was
around, which then became inaccessible. Different attempts to bring it back by other parties also didn't go well.

Then I saw this game. I didn't expect much from it by simply looking at the pictures. Yet I gave it a try and playing the game is a
whole different story. It's "arcadey" and all but has everything covered.

I am not really that versed with rules of baseball, and can't really say what the game misses, therefore I think it's a nice game
that anyone can pick up, even without having prior experience\/knowledge about baseball as a sport.

Apart from being able to play a full baseball game, the game also offers ability for players to assign their team members with
new skills and traits that can be applied in a game. Those skills are gained at the end of games based on performance which is
calculated with points.

Players also have the freedom to set the difficulty of games using "ego" which decides how much control a player needs to put
on the team members. The higher the "ego" the more attention a player needs to put into controls and depend less on the AI
aspect.

In addition to that, the customisation of team members in terms of looks is also possible. It has a wide variety of funny looking
faces and hair styles that don't really reduce the game quality but instead add to it a fun and less serious atmosphere. Don't let
this stop you from enjoying the game.

Not to forget the funny remarks that the umpire throws in his voice.

So it doesn't matter if you're a baseball fan or simply wanting to start getting into the game, then this game isn't a bad choice..
Ya, Ya... Laugh it up... LoL.

Here is my video first look review of this game...
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uET7J643QaM

And I gave this game an 80%
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(VALUE 40/40 for its $5 USD price tag, FUN 25/30 considering the games target audience (kids).. I can see this game a lot of
fun to them, CONTROLS/BUGS - 10/20 I would like to see game add arrow keys and WASD controls to move and minor
glitches but nothing game breaking, and GRAPHICS & SOUND gets a 5/10 for being nothing amazing, pretty simple, but also
nothing horrid awful either)

Value and Fun are always my two biggest criteria when I grade a game, and in this game - I have to put myself in the shoes of a
young kid. I figure the target audience here is kids from the ages of 5 to 12 (mainly girls but some boys my like it as well) The
Value is out of the park in this game. For $5, there is a LOT here to offer a child. They can make friendships, once those
friendships blossom they can do more such as play ball with them or comfort them, and once it blossoms further, they can give
them gifts from their inventory, and eventually can marry them! Add in the ability to have baby ponies, and OMG.. how could a
young girl not LOVE that?!!?

The fun level I believe for the games target crowd is going to be at least a 25 out of 30 because this game offers again so much.
besides making friends as I mention above, the player can get a job, shop, explore, play simple games for money, while all the
time needing to keep their energy up, their cleanliness/self appearance bar up, and their hunger bar up. They get to use their
money to build their own stables home, decorate it however they choose, grow crops, and much much more! Awesome.

While I wish the controls allowed for movement with the arrow keys or WASD key movement, moving is as simple as clicking
where you want to move, or holding down the left mouse button to have your pony follow the arrow as you move it around. A
few glitches such as sand colored too brightly and a screen that would sometimes be off center but then later correct itself will
likely be rectified in a future patch, but I had to score this aspect of the game down a little for it. It's not game breaking at all,
just a minor set back.

And the graphics and sounds are really simple but they work is why I gave this part of my score a 5 out of a possible 10.

You can save the game at any point and go right back to it easily by just clicking the play button. Unfortunately, it doesn't look
to have multiple save spots available for more then 1 child.. I would definitely love to see the developers add at least 3 save spots
to this game.

Again, this game is not targeting 16 year old boys, or 30 year old men. So don't buy this if you are over the age of 12 and then
trash it because it's "lame". Doing so would only prove your own ignorance.

Awesome value for the money for a younger kids game, and I can see lots of younger girls specifically loving this one!. There's
a microtransaction type of system that was implemented but abandoned in the form of "crystals". As others have stated, the
Mahjong itself isn't even well programmed, because often times, various puzzles were impossible to solve. Hence, the player can
use their pendant to store a single Mahjong tile at a time during the game, so they can basically cheat...but the player has to
cheat to solve some of the puzzles (which I think are randomly generated). Whether that was because they wanted the user to
buy the "crystals" or because of poor programming, I don't know.. First impression of the game was really positive,
It looks really stunning, and the puzzles are interesting.
They range from easy to difficult which was nice.
The game atmosphere was as promised very mysterious.

I would definintly recommend the game to puzzlelovers out there.
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Very nice game, one of the best from Artific Mundi I'd say. It's rather simple, but there are many character routs. So if you are
in for the sort of dark theme that makes you curious as to where each character will take you, then I think you'll enjoy this
intertwined story.

P.S. You get what you pay for, this is very simple VN art wise and hope to see it remade in the future if they ever are able to..
Bought this game for 15% off, with the Patch ofcourse
To start things, story is kinda linear, choices you make just changes the girl you choose  Aiko best grill some paths is just
dialogues nonsense,
Spent about a hour or so to get the achievements with some skipping here and there
The nudity overall is meh,  Harem ending is good tho
 Overall considering its Dharker Studios what do you expect
I reccommend you buying it on sale better than 15%
For me Its an improvement on the previous titles
Rate: 6\/10
( Had to afk the game beacause of the issue in card drops). One of the few games that plays a "dong" sound ever hour.. I've
played this since it came out in the 90's. I can't put it down.
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